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SCOPE C? T̂ SE;\r"H

The topics to be examined in the present contract
can be divided into |i*fc group*.

1« Evaluation of aethodics in detection of radium
in small localities with a special respect to determina-
tion of the topographical »ier©distribution. The maximum
attainable radiometrical and topalogical resolving power
should be used as a basis for the subsequent determination
of the relationship between the incorporated activity and
dose on the one side and the life hazard for the expéri-
mental object on the other side»

2. Selection of an optimum detector for the above
purpose and its modification with respect to the maximum
attainable topographical resolution of the activity
distribution» Collection of data for the subsequent
radiometrical evaluation, fieproducibiliiy of original
records with a spécial respect to potential variability
of preparations.

3. Selection of the biological material and applica-
tion of the present methodics in biology and biochemistry.
Development of modified preparations for topographically
detailed records with informations concerning the thin
layer of the material with a defined geometry*

4. Determination of geometrical and radiometricaL
relationship between the detector (paragraph 2} and
the preparation {paragraph 3). Evaluation of these
relations and determination of the upper theoretical
limit of the topographical resolving power.

5. Verification of the observe dependences (para-
graphs 2 to 4) in praxis on a model organ. 2evelo£»ant
of a system for recording, formulation and interpreta-
tion of suitable sets of partial determinations which
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would make possible the topographical and radiometrical
analysis and evaluation in planes (or principal regions)
of the model organ.

RESULTS

ad 1. The detected alfa particles exhibit a relatively
intense energy transfer on a short trajectory. A high
absorption can consequently be expected both in the de*
tector and in the sample (concentrated on amal localities).
The life hazard is therefore high. In view of similar
conditions in the tissue and in the detector, an estima-
tion c»f the life haa&rd fro» the detector destruction
docs not seem impossible.

ad 2. The applied type of detection was examined on the
interaction between the detector froa cellulose triacetate
and a planar non-decalcified bone section of mouse femur
with incorporated Ba. In the case of cellulose triace-
tate 9 the critical angle was examined (a low value of this
angle is advantageous for topography), the optimum etching
conditions were determined for various techniques (macro,
ndcro, spectral, automatic), and the effeet of technolo-
gical processes waa r«examined, inter alia the structural
differences between the belt-side and the air-exposed
side. Products of several manufacturers were compared
including Callite of Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Federal Ke-
public Gemeny. ïriafol of Bayer AG, Umsfan of YJehodo-
Sesktf 3hem£cke* rérody UMA, Sea tin, Cxtchoalovakia; Calfa
of Agfa, Lwerkueen, Federal Republic Germany; Bearford,
Middleborough, Great Britain, and method for the «valua-
tion of porosity was developed. Photograph» of structu-
rée were evaluated, the rcproducibility of topography,
frequency, and shape of tracks under various etching
condition** was examined. Geometrical ana protective
redesign» of tracks ware performed from the stadpoint
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of topographical arid energetical information as well
as from the - ,andpoint of a possible distortion of fin-
dings in the digital evaluation. The artificial factors
included mechanical injury by pressure, edge self absorption
in media with a low density, the presence of interfilters
and contaminants, air, the so called dead layers, bad
state of the detector surface, background» The following
informative factors were taken into account: frequency
and density of tracks, incidence angle in limits of the
critical angle (on the basis of the shape of tracks),
energy ( from the diameter of tracks), presence of a sub-
structure (from the coincidence of tracks)* furthermore,
the durability was examined particularly from the stand-
point of dimensional changes and treatments were proposed
to obtain preparations durable for three years with res-
pect to appearance and dimensions. With the use of a mo»
del organ, the influence of the following principal
experimental factors on the frequency and, in some cases,
topology of tracks: deviations from optimum image percep-
tible particularly with trace compartments, reading
errors, deviations from optimum density (with trace com-
partments), loss during photoreproduction, reprodueibility
in the case of repeated exposures, the effect of etching
on the density and shape of tracks and finally, the effect
of the technical state of the dielectric foil*

ad 3* As a model material, mouse femur was used (the mice
were of various age). The material contains tissues
with a different permeability and affords instructive
morphological groupings; defined geometry of preparations
can be achived* Furthermore, the present material exhibits
a great variability of morphological localities with a
sharp demarcation on a small area end a great local diffe-
rentiation of metabolism making possible contrast deposi-
tion of the particular radionuelide which permits to evaluate



topographical resolution in various types of biological
tissue* The structure of mouse femur is considerably fine.
The activity distribution in bones and the life hazard
are actual problems* A tectonique was developed for making
bone sections end their planer adaptation making possible
to separate fettur in selected planes with accuracy of + 10 «am.
A section model of planes can be thus proposed as a basis
for complex information on the activity microdistribution
in B model organ* Moreover, a method was developed for ex-
clusion of undeaired regions of the bone section with depart
from the examined plane and distort the topographic&l
resolution of detection* Another novel method makee possible
to prepare a standard sample with properties of ft compact
bone with exclusion of artificial effects -3ue to the presence
of cavities.. The optimum thickness of the preparation
was determined along with the most probable localisation
of the plane affording the topographical information
(see above}* Determination was carried out of the principal
geometrical data, the knowledge of which is indispensable
for correlation of the topographical information with the
radiometrical information, namely, of data on the external
arid internal tissue surface. For this purpose, procedures
were developed for dete3.Tainati on of the external surface
of femur, internal surface of the main channel, and the
overall internal surface of all cavities. The procedures
were applied to mice at several characteristic ages.

For the selection of the dos* and the time between
the application and death of the experimental animal,
a graph was used which illustrâtes the dependence of the
change of the activity contrast in main regions of the
nous* femur on the time elapsed from killing»

The following conclusions e*n be drawn from comparison
Of the visual and autoradiographical image:

ji) It i» possible to locate the particular tracks
with accuracy of 3-7 wa.

(ii) It is possible to identify the reconstructed



tracks with accuracy of 1.2-2.7 urn (cojugated pairs).
(iii) It is possible to identify active morphological

localities of characteristic tracks groupings with accu-
racy of 1.0-3.5 urn.

(iv) In the energy determination (with autoradiogrW
developed in a special manner), only a rough energy dis-
crimination is possible.

(v) It is possible to identify (empirically) heterogeneous
structures from characteristic groupings of track coinciden-
ces.

oil

ad 4. With the use of Am standard and bone standard
(cavities excluding), critical angle values of cellulose
triacetate were determined under the conditions stated.

(a) Topographical arg 27-26°, informative macroarg
30-31°, spectrometrical (energy) arg 26-31°, digital evalu-
ation arg 27-26° (aluminium, gelatine emulsions, bone matrix).

(b) The effect of absorption and selfabsorption on the
formation of the autoradiogram.

(c) Values of the colour diffusion in the above ex-
perimental modifications.

(d) Effect of selbabsorption on misrepresentation of
the energy spectrum.

(e) Factors influencing a simultaneous evaluation
of the eemieonductog&ftphical iribrmation.

An advantageous energy region for track imaging in
cellulose was determined and the conversion efficiency
of this region was calculated. With the use of a model
system, the retarding ability in differentiated localities
was determined along with optimum plsnarity and probable
undersurfacial position of the plane which affords the
topographical information. The effect of the selfabsorp-
tion of the medium on the accuracy of the topographical
imaging wan evaluated.
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Attention was paid to potential sources of methodical
artifacts (cf. the paragraph ad 2).

Tim maximum topographical accuracy in direct reading
wan determined (j 19-17 urn). The accuracy can be improved
by means of geometrical extrapolations or with the use of
superposition of comparison of the associated optical image.

ad 5. The above presumptions were verified in praxis on the
right mouse femur with applied intraperitoneally to an animal
killed 6 hours after the application (maxima contrast).

A scheme of femur was proposed with principal planes and
directions suitable for definition of the activity distribu-
tion. A topographical analysis of femur on a macroscale was
carried out. From the analysis, planimetrical and densi-
tometrical characteristics were determined of seven main
activity distributions bands in femur. A microscale topo-
graphical analysis was carried out with the aim to determine
gradients» contrat, and mutual differences between the bands.
With the use of selected localities, and additional micro-
scale analysis was undertaken in order to correct anomlous
track groupings above complex geometrical formations.

The autoradiograms were compared with morphometrical
pictures in corresponding magnifications in order to find
relationships between localities determined autoradiogra-
phically and visually. These relations were applied to the
system of planimetrical data according to the main section
scheme and this manner, the relative activity in principal
sectional planes was determined. A mutual evaluation of
thus-obtained data and of numerically expressed frequencies
determined for the corresponding regions by semiconducto-
graphy made possible to propose the virtual conversion
factor between the track density and activity. On the basis
of these findings, the relationship between topograms
and radiometrical data can be examined. In this direction,

|\



promising development stay be expected in the future from
the combination of a detection with a semiconductor detec-
tor, and a detection in a dielectric foil (cellulose tri*
acetate).

CONCLUSIONS

From our investigationss the following conclusions
can be drawns

(i) In the final evaluation, the three modifications
must be taken into account, namely the macro method (affor-
ding the densitometric map), the semimicro method (with the
concentration gradient of bands), and the micro method (for
special track groupings)*

(ii) The existence of seven bands was observed* These
bands are characterised by transversal and longitudinal
gradients* The band area can be evaluated planimetrically
from morphometricjfâ pictures*

(iii) The transversal concentration gradients are fun-
ction of metabolism* In the particular instant, they are
determined by the age of the animal, the initial dose,
and the time elapsed from killing* On the bases of these
functions, it is possible to predict distribution and
long-term action of the nuclide even outside the examined
planes (i.e., the dose accepted by tissue)*

(iv) The concentration gradients (following from semimicro-
pictures) afford the starting data for the determination
of the incorporation trend and activity prognosis*

(v) Special tuack groupings indicate existence and the
variable course of reparation processes* Despite incomplete
data, it was possible to establish a relationship between
the activity of lacuna! epithelia and paresis of advanced
radiation stages*

••••«•••
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Financial expedintures

Salarie» and wages *
Additional equipment ••••«••••«•
Expendable supplies ««<••#•••••••

13 500
4 450

3 100

Total ••••*•«*•«••*•*••••*•••••• 20 650


